Encoding a Transceiver (SR-i900 / SR-i600 / SR-i500 / SR-i300 / OEM-500i)

1. Unplug the Main Harness (refer to picture) from the MCM.
2. Plug-in HAR-1, the siren will chirp 2 times and the lights will flash 2 times. Within 6 seconds turn ignition switch “ON” and “OFF” 3 times.
3. If the sequence is done correctly and within the time allowed, the siren will chirp 2 times and the lights will flash an additional 2 times to confirm that the system is in “Learn Mode”.
4. Press and hold button #1 (Button A for SR-i300/OEM500i) for 5 to 10 seconds, system will chirp 2 times and the lights will flash 2 times to indicate that the MCM has learned the code. (The following is for the SR-i900, SR-i600 and SR-i500 models only) The Transceiver echoes 4 chirps and the LCD displays [Lern done] to confirm that the Transceiver is encoded.
[If you have a second remote, repeat this step for the second remote before continuing]
5. Turn ignition “ON” and “OFF” to exit “Learn Mode”.
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